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Mission Statement:
Working in partnership with the community, to protect
life and property, providing leadership in solving neighborhood problems, and enhance the quality of life in our city.

South Lake Tahoe Police Department
Message from the Chief
2020 presented unique challenges for our entire community including the Police Department. A new City
Manager, new Police Chief, Covid-19 pandemic, protests, calls for police reform, a new body worn camera system, major police department building remodel, new social media launch, and the STACS program
just to name a few. The entire Police Department team handled the challenges of 2020 with professionalism, dedication, and courage. We changed work schedules, adjusted how we handle certain calls for service, and adapted to new safety protocols in the work place.

We also were able to accomplish several significant goals and projects with the support of City Council
including a Body Worn Camera (BWC) system, purchase of a new public safety radio communication
system, and a significant police station remodel. Our BWC project started in February and was implemented on October 1, 2020. The BWC system helps with transparency and accountability between Officers and the public and has increased our ability to collect evidence during investigations.
The purchase of a new radio communications system for Police, Fire, and Public Works was approved by
Council in December of 2020. Our ability to communicate via radio is very important for our safety and
the safety of the public and we are thankful for Council’s support on this project. We look forward to installation beginning in 2021. The Police Department remodel project began in May and was completed in
December. The project had been in the planning stages on and off for 10 years. Our team is very grateful
for the health and safety improvements to the building, and the public will appreciate the updated look of
the lobby space and new public restrooms which are now ADA compliant.
In 2020 we also committed to improving community outreach by improving and updating our social media presence (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter). Lt. Cabral took the lead on this project in August and did an
outstanding job. It has become a great platform for us to share information with the public and update the
community on things the Department is doing. One last highlight of 2020 was the creation of the South
Tahoe Alternative Collaborative Services (STACS) program. The STACS program will continue to develop through 2021 and will help make a difference for our community by finding long term solutions for
people who are experiencing any combination of chronic mental illness, homelessness, or substance use
disorders. I am very grateful to our community partners who have made a commitment to participate in
STACS.

Finally, having worked for this incredible city for 25 years as a police officer,
I am truly honored and humbled for having been selected to be Chief of Police. I appreciate the employees of the police department for their support,
hard work, and dedication to service. I also would like to thank the community for their support. I’m honored to present this 2020 annual report and look
forward to 2021.
David Stevenson, Chief of Police
South Lake Tahoe Police Department
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The Patrol Division is the workhorse of the SLTPD. Typically the largest division in a law enforcement
agency, patrol officers respond to incredibly diverse calls for service. It is not uncommon for a patrol officer
to respond to fights, traffic issues, medical aids, domestic violence calls, alcohol and drug issues, homeless
calls, burglary/robbery alarms and car crashes in a single shift. Patrol officers never know what calls they
may be sent to when they show up for work, and might also handle neighbor disputes, code violations, mutual aid requests, fraud/identity theft, child/elder abuse and many other unpredictable calls. The patrol division
has the bulk of community contacts, and various specialties exist within the division (School Resource Officer, Traffic/Motor Officer, Homeless Liaison Officer, to name a few). 911 calls and public safety are the
priority of the South Lake Tahoe Police Department, and the Patrol Division strives to make this their specialty through training, community contacts, 911 response, and teamwork.
2020 has proven to be a unique year. With COVID-19, our
patrol division was constantly adapting to new issues and
safety precautions while maintaining the quality of life in
our city. To our surprise, 2020 calls for service increased
during the pandemic (left). Response to these calls remained consistent to prior years, with an emphasis on
maintaining a safe community and also preventing the
spread of COVID-19. A breakdown of calls for service by
month (bottom), shows a sudden drop in CFS in the beginning months of the pandemic, which slowly increased by
summer, which follows our usual trend of increased caseload from prior years. Monthly crime trends remained consistent compared to 2019, with summer months being the
busiest season for our officers.
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A 2020 crime trend analysis shows an increase in calls for service (red) in the following areas:
OFFENSE
Homicide
Assault
Rape
Robbery
Residential Burglary
Vehicle Burglary
Motor Vehicle Theft
Bike Theft
Grand Theft
Grand Theft from a Veh
Petty Theft
Petty Theft from a Veh
Arson
Domestic Violence
Hate Crimes
DUI
Public Intoxication

2019
2
172
11
13
101
51
92
35
32
1
269
62
0
507
1
117
255

2020
0
182
5
13
79
23
89
38
25
1
221
56
2
543
3
146
221

%
-100%
6%
-54%
0%
-22%
-55%
-3%
9%
-22%
0%
-18%
-10%
200%
7%
200%
25%
-13%

Although caseload increased in 2020, overall arrests decreased from 1049 (2019) to 928 (2020).
Referencing the chart below, it is clear that arrests trended downward as a result of COVID-19,
which had an impact due to lockdowns, changing restrictions and procedures to prevent the spread
of the disease, as well as continued staffing shortages in the patrol division.
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BADGES AND BOOKS:
Often when children are exposed to police officers, it is during a
time of stress or tragic experience as officers respond to emergency calls for service. During the chaos, there is not much
time to build rapport with the youth at the scene. The South
Lake Tahoe Police Department partnered with the El Dorado
County Library for a story time series. SLTPD officers began
visiting the Library in 2019 to read stories for the youth in our
community. We also incorporated a Spanish version, “Libros Y
Placas,” once a week. Badges and Books helps promote positive community interactions while also building vocabulary and
listening and language skills for our youth. The kids were able
to chat with an SLTPD officer and learn about their role in our
community. The Community Storytime is a chance for children
to get to know our officers in a fun environment with time to ask officers questions. When the COVID-19
pandemic hit in 2020, officers brainstormed with library staff members on ways to continue Badges and
Books safely. Thanks to the El Dorado County Library, we were able to safely continue this program virtually for the youth at home to watch online.
SOCIAL MEDIA:

In August 2020, we began our first social media campaign dedicated to improving communication, outreach
and transparency with our community. At the end of August, we began posting on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook. From August 2020 to December 2020, we created 76 posts, including public safety updates,
COVID-19 response updates, case and arrest information and community oriented information. In December
2020, we began a community partnership campaign called “12 days of kindness” where we partnered with
community members and organizations to give back to those in need.
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Patrol Operations - Technology
BODY WORN CAMERAS:
With Council support, the South Lake Tahoe Police Department fully
deployed a Body Worn Camera (BWC) system on October 1, 2020.
This system was well received by the officers of the department and has
provided a great tool for transparency with the community. Not only
does the system provide a huge evidentiary compliment to investigations, but it is available for critical incident reviews and questions surrounding the conduct of our officers. Since October 2020, we have collected approximately 14,400 Videos, which totals 3,886 hours and 7,223
Gigabytes of data. We currently average approximately 100 videos per
day.
EVIDENCE.COM:
As part of our purchase of BWC’s, we implemented and utilize cloud
storage and evidence processing through Evidence.com. This system replaces our outdated evidence collection software and allows for more
secure evidence collection and storage. Evidence.com not only processes
our BWC footage, but allows officers to upload any digital evidence to
be processed.

LEFTA SYSTEMS SOFTWARE:
In 2019, we began researching comprehensive software that would provide web based solutions to replace our outdated employee records systems. In 2020, LEFTA Systems was chosen as the software of choice
and is currently being implemented. LEFTA software is a comprehensive program that monitors the performance of officers in our field training program as well as employee records management, use of force accountability and statistics, profiling accountability (As required by AB
953), employee conduct, and internal affairs. Our goal is to utilize this
system to provide comprehensive statistics and improve trust and transparency between our community and our department.
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Homeless Outreach / STACS
During Spring of 2020, a large transient population developed encampments in the Johnson Meadow (940
Sunset Drive). That meadow is a 27 acres parcel that is privately owned. It borders Motel 6, Upper Truckee
River and residential neighborhoods in South Lake Tahoe. Research into the number of transient/homeless
calls for service in that area revealed that officers had been dispatched to over 162 calls for service from January 1, 2020 thru May 1st, 2020.
That data helped conclude that the meadow had become a haven for a large portion of the homeless
population in South Lake Tahoe. The South Lake
Tahoe Police Department created a two officer
Homeless Outreach Team focused on identifying
people experiencing homelessness and assisting them
in finding resources. That two-officer unit partnered
with the El Dorado County’s Homeless Outreach
Team (HOT) and inspected the meadow.
The meadow contained approximately 30 transient
subjects living in eighteen encampments. These
camps had large amounts of trash, propane tanks and
heating/cooking devices. Some of the camps had
been fortified with shrubbery and sticks from the surrounding landscape which could easily become fuel for
a wildfire. It was apparent that if the homeless encampments were not addressed then they could negatively
impact the land, waterways, as well as creating a fire hazard to the community. Additionally, the transient
population who occupied those encampment(s) were causing disturbances, stealing property from nearby residences/businesses, fighting, trespassing, and generating numerous citizen complaints. The South Lake Tahoe Police Department recognized that a proactive enforcement approach was needed in the meadow to reduce the disturbances, impact to the environment and fire risk.
During May of 2020, trespassing and fire warning notices were
posted at all 18 camps. The thirty individuals who were identified during the joint effort were personally notified of their trespass and were aware that they were staying on private property.
The South Lake Tahoe Police Department coordinated with
South Tahoe Refuse and Motel 6 to have a 33-yard dumpster
delivered to the area so the transient population could remove
their trash from the meadow.
Approximately 10 days after the trespass notices were posted
the HOT teams returned to the meadow expecting the 18 camps
and 30 individuals to be cleaned up and gone. Unfortunately,
only 5 camps were vacated. As a result, 13 citations for trespassing were issued.
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The South Lake Tahoe HOT officers stayed diligent on patrolling the meadow and assisting the homeless
population with connecting to resources. By the end of June all encampments had been vacated, over thirty
yards of trash had been collected and more than fifty propane tanks were recovered.

NOTE: Due to the way our reports are tracked and classified, this report may not be all-inclusive. If a homeless subject is arrested for a criminal offense, that arrest would likely be listed as that offense, not as a homeless call.
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In the Spring of 2020, in addition to HOT, the Police Department began looking at ways to participate in a
“PERT” type program (Psychiatric Emergency Response Team). Soon after, local and national discussions
began about police response to persons experiencing homelessness and suffering from mental illness. In response to all these conversations, Chief Stevenson developed the “STACS” program (South Tahoe Alternative Collaborative Services).
Put simply, STACS is a collaborative working agreement between various government and community organizations. The STACS mission is for member agencies to work collaboratively to provide focused, nontraditional field interventions and follow-up to individuals to reduce barriers in accessing behavioral health
services (mental health and substance use disorder services), increase stabilizations, and end the cycle of
homelessness.
In October, Officer Gamberg was selected to be the full time STACS Officer for the Police Department. As
the STACS Officer, he works closely with STACS partners to develop and implement long term solutions
for people experiencing mental health issues, substance use disorders, and/or experiencing homelessness.
The Police Department is very thankful to our community partners who have agreed to participate in the
STACS collaboration. The original partners of STACS are: The South Lake Tahoe Police Department, El
Dorado County Behavior Health Services (Mental Health & Substance Use Disorder Services), Tahoe Coalition for the Homeless, Barton Memorial Hospital, South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue, and the Cal Tahoe JPA
Ambulance.
By January of 2021 additional community partners of STACS include: Lake Tahoe Unified School District,
Live Violence Free, and the Tahoe Transportation District. As the group continues to develop we look forward to other community organizations joining the effort in 2021.
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The South Lake Tahoe Police Department is dedicated to providing a professional and beneficial response to
persons experiencing a mental health crisis. In 2019, we dedicated a portion of our training budget to mental
health training by requiring all officers to complete a 40 hour class on crisis intervention. This training is in
addition to the 8 hours of bi-annual training required by California Peace Officers Standards and Training
(POST). Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic postponed the trainings until further notice, which delayed
our ability to complete this goal. Currently 455 cumulative training hours have been completed to date.
INTERNAL HEALTH & WELLNESS TRAINING:
We also recognize the need for training and awareness of PTSD and mental heath within SLTPD. Due to the
type and frequency of highly stressful incidents experienced by our staff, it is equally important that we provide resources and training to mitigate the impact of these stressors. It is important to maintain mental and
physical fitness within SLTPD to ensure our staff is equipped with the best resources to continue providing a
high level of service to our community. In 2020, we hosted three separate trainings for our staff in the area of
stress management, critical incident, peer support and mental health training. This training was provided as
part of our ongoing effort to prepare our staff for the stressors of this career.
•

January 2020 - Officer Kyle Shoberg “Surviving a Critical Incident” (4 hour training)

•

July 2020 - Jim Hyde (Peer Support Central & HYMARK Consulting) & Sue Feenstra “Stress
Management & Critical Incident Training” - Peer Support (4 hour training)

•

July 2020—Dr. Joel Fay: Mental Health Training (8 hour training)
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STATISTICS
Mental health call totals were nearly halved in 2020 vs. 2019. In doing research, we found that two people
accounted for 243 of the 411 (59%) mental health calls in 2019. One person generated 175 calls for service
and the other accounted for 68. Unfortunately, one person died in January 2020 of unrelated causes. The other person received mental health treatment and is currently residing outside of our jurisdiction, which may
account for the decrease in calls in 2020.

It is Important to note that mental health calls make up 1% (2019) and .75% (2020) of the total call volume
for police services. Referrals detail the frequency in which officers placed a person into protective custody
during a mental health call for service.
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USE OF FORCE:
The below graphs show the frequency in which force was used by officers in mental health contacts. In 2019,
our officers responded to 411 calls for service with someone experiencing a mental health crisis. Of those
411 calls, only two (0.48%) resulted in a use of force incident. Review of the two UOF incidents detailed the
following incidents:

A person said he was not going back to the hospital,
and attempted to grab a pitchfork to prevent Officers from
taking him into protective custody. Officers used a body
control technique to gain control of the subject and prevent
injury. Officers were able to control the person and provide
transport to mental health services.
•

A person was holding a knife and refused to put it
down. Officers used a taser device and gained control of
the person, preventing injury to the person, officers and
community. Officers took the subject into protective custody and transported him to receive mental health services.
•

In 2020, we had 239 mental health calls. Of these 239 calls, only four (1.7%) resulted in a use of force:
A person was holding a large knife to his own throat
during a domestic violence incident. A taser device was
used with other officer actions to prevent injury and take
the person into protective custody.
•

A person fled from ER and ran into traffic. An officer
pushed the person to the ground to prevent them from being
struck by a car and placed them into protective custody.
•

A person was carrying a rifle over her shoulder and
making nonsensical statements. She struggled with officers,
who used a takedown maneuver to gain control of her and
place her in protective custody.
•

•

Vehicle pursuit, high risk stop, no physical force used.

Training our officers and utilizing resources through STACS is a priority for the South Lake Tahoe Police
Department. We are continuing our efforts in 2021 to train our officers above and beyond the California
POST required classes in crisis intervention. This, coupled with our newly formed STACS initiative and
partnerships will provide a sustainable and beneficial service to those experiencing a mental health crisis.
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The K9 unit is an extremely valuable asset to both the Police Department and the community. Currently,
SLTPD is the only law enforcement agency on the south shore of the lake with K9s available on a regular
basis. El Dorado County Sheriff has multiple K9s on the west slope, but do not staff K9s at the lake. On the
Nevada side, Douglas County Sheriff, also has multiple K9s however, like EDSO they are usually staffed in
the valley of Gardnerville/Minden. For these reasons, South Lake Tahoe PD’s K9 unit is requested for assistance on a regular basis by not only SLTPD, but neighboring agencies as well.
The use of a K9 can aid law enforcement in multiple facets. SLTPD K9s are trained in narcotic detection,
article searching, and suspect tracking / apprehension. In 2020, a K9 was specifically utilized in 81 circumstances. The K9 unit continues to train on a bi-weekly basis. Their training is coordinated by Gregg Tawney,
owner of DTAC-K9. Tawney is a retired Elk Grove PD Sgt with over 20 years of police K9 handling and
training experience. Training is conducted with multiple other agencies which allows for developing professional K9 contacts throughout the greater Sacramento region.
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In late 2020, retired K9 Tara was put to rest after losing her long battle with cancer. K9 Tara originally had
one of her hind legs amputated where the cancer was first discovered. K9 Tara went through chemo treatment which prolonged her life for another two years. Unfortunately, the cancer came back and spread
through her body to a point beyond treatment. A beautiful ceremony was held at Carson Valley Vet, which
was produced, directed, filmed and edited by Lt. Cabral. The video went viral and was shared and seen by
hundreds of thousands of people across the globe.

The K9 unit normally participates in multiple public events, sharing our police dogs with the public. However, due to COVID-19, none were conducted in 2020. Currently the K9 unit is solely staffed by Officer Wilson and his partner, K9 Rocky. Rocky is a German Shepard, turning three in May 2021 and purchased with
the assistance of the Angel of Tahoe, Lisa Maloff. The K9 unit is overseen by Sgt Crivelli, a previous
SLTPD K9 handler. The K9 unit will be filling a vacant K9 handler position in the near future.
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The SLTPD’s Crisis Response Unit is tasked with handling crises which are outside the ability of normal patrol officers to resolve. These can include a variety of
high-risk events. Public safety is the unwavering priority of the CRU. The Crisis Response Unit is divided
into two synergistic branches: The Special Weapons &
Tactics Team (SWAT) and the Crisis Negotiations
Team (CNT). The CNT focuses on communication
with the subject(s) while the SWAT team handles tactics and strategy. The two branches focus simultaneously on nonviolent surrender but must be prepared for
criminals who decide not to give up and are willing to
endanger the public.
SWAT and CNT work together in conjunction with the Patrol Division, the Detective Division and other allied agencies. The capability of the CRU to apply negotiations-based approaches with tactical resolutions is
time-tested. SWAT is a hard-earned specialty within any law enforcement agency, and the SLTPD is no exception. Admission to SWAT is purely on a volunteer basis with no pay incentive. The testing process is
rigorous, combining endurance and strength PT testing with handgun and rifle qualification courses and an in
-depth oral panel covering a variety of questions. The candidates each undergo a review process as the final
step before being welcomed onto the team. The average age of a SWAT operator on the Crisis Response
Unit is 38 years old, and the average SWAT officer has 13 years in law enforcement.
Due to the high-risk nature of the CRU’s work, we interact with the public on a regular basis. Our team has
met with schools to prepare for active shooter responses, has done community fundraisers and awareness
presentations, threat assessments for local businesses and critical infrastructure and simple community Q&A
meetings. The team’s size, appearance and tactics are all directed at resolving a given situation with minimal
(if any) use of force. Great thought is put into the uniforms, vehicles, weapons, public interaction and tactics
used. The SWAT operators cover a variety of missions. Below are a sampling of situations SWAT trains to
resolve:
High-Risk Search Warrants

Urban & Rural Drug Interdiction

Active Shooter Response

Civil Unrest Mitigation

High-Risk Arrest Warrants

Counter narcotics Missions

Training Missions

Injured Citizen & Officer
Rescues

Armed Barricaded Subjects

Dignitary Protection

Hostage Rescue

Surveillance Operations

Armed & Dangerous Felon Apprehension

Counter sniper Operations

High-Risk Vehicle Assaults

Mutual Aid Requests
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Because of this, the team has various specialties, each of which takes time and experience to master:
Team Leader

Munitions Expert

Sniper/Observer

Entry Operator

Assistant Team Leader

Tech Expert (robots/drones/
etc)

Tactical Paramedic

Shield Specialist

Breacher

Armored Vehicle Specialist

Rangemaster

SWAT K-9

The following graphics depict some of the statistics and trends for how the team is utilized, and how the
team’s mission changes depending on legislative and country-wide crime trends.
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A few of the SWAT operators during Law Enforcement Appreciation Week

Interacting with the public during an outreach day
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Gang Unit History & Mission
The SLTPD’s Gang Unit is tasked with monitoring, investigating and enforcing laws pertaining to organized
criminal groups. Though traditional Gang Units focus on criminal street gangs, the SLTPD investigates a
wider array of crimes and organizations and follows a “task force” model of leadership.
The Gang Unit focuses its efforts in three areas: intelligence gathering/dissemination, crime prevention and
enforcement. This mirrors the California Street Terrorism Enforcement & Prevention statutes (STEP) outlined in the Penal Code. To encourage information sharing, the Gang Unit routinely makes contacts with
community groups and leaders. To prevent criminal activity, the Gang Unit identifies gang members and
emerging criminal organizations, focusing on in-person contacts with offenders whenever possible. To enforce the STEP laws, Gang Unit investigators are trained to be expert witnesses and provide special testimony in gang-related cases. This model has proved successful both in preventing crime and successfully prosecuting gang-related offenses.

The Gang Unit in 2020
In 2020, the Gang Unit had 65 gang member contacts. The SLTPD handled 87 gang-related calls for service. Many of these contacts were self-initiated activity by SLTPD officers.
Gun-related data was not tracked before 2016, but the Gang Unit and SWAT team work closely and have
begun tracking data which affects the two specialized units. It is important to note these statistics do not include gang members contacted while carrying imitation firearms, which is common.
Community members with gang-related information are encouraged to reach out to the SLTPD, as our mission simply cannot be completed without the help of the community. Both the Gang Unit and the community share the same safety-oriented vision.
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Our Joint Dispatch Center is the heart of our
operations. Our dispatchers work tirelessly to
provide the quality service we value in our
community. They are the front line of our police and fire/Emergency Medical Service

(EMS) and are the first to make contact with
people in need. All calls for police, fire and
EMS services are routed through our dispatch
center, with the addition of Lake Valley Fire,
Fallen Leaf Fire and Cal Tahoe JPA Ambulance.

In 2020, our dispatch center was the primary clearinghouse for COVID-19 related calls. Our dispatchers

were tasked with staying up to date with COVID guidance, restrictions and educating the public with the
constantly changing requirements.
During this time, our dispatch center made improvements to our 911 systems and response. Our agency deployed two new mapping systems and a text to 9-1-1 service. Additionally we worked with South Lake Tahoe Fire Rescue and Lake Valley Fire to implement a “South Shore Response Plan”, which utilizes the closest resource for response.
In 2020, we lost 3 dispatchers (1 retired, 2 went to other jobs). We completed a hiring process and trained 1
new dispatcher. We are currently in the process of hiring 2 more dispatchers from the same hiring process.
With the staff shortages in dispatch, the remaining employees worked as a team to help cover numerous open
shifts to maintain staffing levels. This allowed retention of the same service and response levels despite the
loss of 3 people.
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STATISTICS:
In 2020, Dispatchers Received a total of 68,502 calls from the public. Of that total, 12,162 (18%) were 911
emergency calls and 56,340 (82%) were classified as non-emergency calls. Of the total calls received in dispatch, approximately 50% get assigned for police or fire/EMS response.

Police services make up the bulk of calls for service routed through the Joint Dispatch Center. Police related
calls accounted for 30,897 events in 2019 and 31,605 events in 2020.
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Detectives / Evidence

The Detective Unit currently consists of six general crimes detectives, each with a specific area of expertise.
Those areas may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

homicide
sexual assault
hate crimes
child abuse (physical, sexual, endangerment, and porn)
robberies and assaults with deadly weapons
missing persons
burglary
fraud
theft
elder abuse (financial and physical)
domestic violence
cold case homicide
cannabis control, compliance, and regulation

Not addressed here are the technical training, skills, and support each detective brings to the table for the purpose of supporting the unit’s investigative abilities. Additionally, with the loss of the South Lake El Dorado
Narcotics Enforcement Team, this detective unit has stepped up to cover narcotics investigation and enforcement as well.
Daily triage is required to assess and address the most imminent investigative priorities; however, broadly
the crime assignments are directed to the detective with subject matter expertise; that is the means by which
the monthly and yearly case assignments are divided.
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January Notable events
•
•
•
•

Called out for suspicious death
Identified serial child abuser
Identified suspect in assault case
Arrested elder abuse suspect

February Notable Events
• Worked new leads in a cold case murder
• Worked current murder
• Issued warrant for 99-count child sex predator
March Notable Events
• Arrested serial child sex predator
July Notable Events
th
• Investigation of assault with deadly weapon from July 4 resulted in arrest
• Pursuit and arrest of armed felon
• Internet safety, dangers, and prevention presentation for foster parents
August Notable Events
• Assisted with hit and run investigation
• Assisted with locating drown boater off Crystal Bay
• Forensic processing continues slowly because of Covid-19
September Notable Events
• Indictment on 2013 US Gas Homicide
• Participated in regional workshop for California Child Abuse Inv. Standards
• Recovered drowning victim from a depth of 1500 feet
October Notable Events
• Worked Bank Robbery with FBI
• Worked domestic violence stabbing incident
December Notable Events
• Fatal traffic Collision on Emerald Bay Rd
• Made an arrest in long term child sexual abuse with multiple counts
• Arrested burglar tracked down by our detectives in St Louis
• Continued work on Lemus Murder
• Continued work on El Dorado Bank Robbery
Other Notable Divisional Events:
• Despite COVID, made an arrest on a 7-year-old cold case murder.
• Promoted one detective to Sergeant.
• Brought in two new detectives for a total of 5 when this work load had been historically handled by as
few as 2.
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Detectives / Evidence

The Evidence Unit is a specialized team of experts who are trained in evidence collection, crime scene photography and forensics. Members of the evidence unit are called out to crime scenes to process evidence that
is collected and categorized using best practices that adhere to Department of Justice standards. Additionally
evidence technicians are regularly processing evidence collected by patrol officers, as well as processing fingerprints, DNA evidence, etc. Much of this evidence is sent to DOJ for further processing, which is controlled by our evidence department.

In 2020, evidence technicians processed over 8000 reports,
which included 31,500 evidence items and property entries.
The Evidence division processed these items with only 2
employees.
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The Community Service Officer Team of the City of South Lake Tahoe’s Police Department has both Community Service and Code Enforcement duties. Beyond the scope of this summary are the nuanced impacts of
Covid-19 and Measure T.
The Community Service regular duties include managing the scene for both traffic accidents and weather
related road and lane closures; fingerprinting; alarm permitting for homes and businesses; parking garage
management and permitting; parking enforcement; graffiti abatement; taxi permitting; mobile vending permitting; flag downs; special event assignments for traffic and transportation; found property retrieval; Radar
Trailer placement; snow removal operations, assisting Patrol, and other duties as assigned.
The Code Enforcement duties include responding to VHR Complaints; Unpermitted VHR and other short
term rental research and citations; Trash violation notices and citations; Citation appeals; liaison with South
Tahoe Refuse and Clean Tahoe; Public Nuisance Complaints (weeds, trash and debris, unsafe conditions,
dumping); Abandoned Vehicles notices and removals; 72 hour vehicle (auto, boat, RV, trailer) Parking complaints; Vacant Land Use infractions; assist Building and Housing Officials’ enforcement; Abandoned Buildings; Retail Outdoor Displays; Business License enforcement; Sign enforcement; any other duties as assigned; such as COVID-19 education and compliance.
There are currently six Community Service Officer positions authorized; however only two are currently
staffed while recruitment is ongoing for the other positions. Additionally, there are two administrative positions, a Code Enforcement Administrative Assistant and a Code Enforcement Investigator.
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Due to the anticipated revenue loss from Measure T, a total allocation of ten CSO positions has been reduced
to six from 2019 to 2020.

2019
2020

Community Service Officer Staff (not including Admin & Investigator)
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
10
10
10
9
9
10
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
6
6
4
4
2
2
2
STAFF:

Support Division
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Community Services
CITATIONS:

2019
Appeals
Upheld

1637
23
16

Code
enforcement
183
33
30

Collected
2020
Appeals
Upheld

$132,461
671
8
8

$42,080
85
5
5

$62,812
140
48
30

$ 237,353
896
53
43

Collected

$36,583

$10,390

$52,350

$ 99,323

Parking

VHR

Totals

195
71
37

2015
104
83

VEHICLE ENFORCEMENT:

ADDITIONAL COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICER ACTIONS:
LIVESCAN / Fingerprinting
Mobile Vending Permits
Taxi Permits
VHR Permits
Alarm permits handled
Parking Garage Permits:
Graffiti / sticker eradication

427
2
27
394
514
147
1,023
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PARKING GARAGE:
In late summer of 2020, the parking structure was evaluated by the police department based on complaints of
criminal behavior that had come through patrol as well as the CSO unit. Two primary concerns surfaced;
one, that most people used the pay stations at the vehicle exit causing a delay in departure from the parking
structure and two, that the poor traffic pattern to the exit pay stations exacerbated the departure delay. These
issues came to a head during the 2019/2020 winter season and had yet to be resolved. Additionally, one of
the payment kiosks chronically had card reader problems. Paid parking on Bellamy had been expanded while
using the limited existing equipment to facilitate payment.
A four-part solution had been developed with the cooperative efforts of the community service officers, public works, city engineering, and capital improvements. A contract was secured to have a matching fence installed on the top floor of the parking garage. The installation of this fence will eliminate easy access to the
roof of the Marriot complex. Additionally, the exit kiosks would be moved to the elevators removing the
need for cars to stop and pay at the exit, thereby expediting the departure process. This phase is waiting on
contracts between subcontractors. A proposed solution to amend the traffic pattern has only been collaboratively discussed. This includes moving disabled parking to the first floor, installing electric charging stations
on the first floor, and moving general parking to floors two through four.
The parking on Bellamy is a bifurcated issue with parking on the west side of the street controlled by stand
alone parking meters while the east side currently guides occupants of those spaces across the street to pay
for parking. After collaboration with Tahoe Transportation District, plans are in place to integrate paid parking on Bellamy to be compatible with future regional parking plans. This process includes having east side
parking, and eventually west side parking, controlled through a paid parking application integrating into existing infrastructure and payment process contracts.
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For the Records Division at SLTPD, 2020 began with two Senior Records Technicians and a Records Supervisor. In September, Senior Records Tech Mia Smyrski retired, followed shortly by the retirement of Records Supervisor Sue Keast in November. In late November 2020, Ashley Acker was promoted to Records
Supervisor, and has been handily completing the tasks of the entire department by herself since September.
We have two local citizens in backgrounds for Records Technician positions, and they should both be starting within the next 4-6 weeks.

Every month, Ashley submits our statistics for arrests, citations, hate crimes, assaults, and sexual assaults to
the Department Of Justice as part of our Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) statistics. We are still working
with our system vendor to build in the newly required National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS),
which will change the way our crime statistics are reported and counted.
The Records Division works very closely with the District Attorney’s Office, as well as many other LE
Agencies throughout the state. As police reports are completed, the records division sends those reports to
the DA’s Office (or other appropriate agency) for their review of criminal charges or other administrative
action.
The Records Division also answers incoming non-emergency calls during business hours, handles all Public
Records Act Requests related to criminal records, registers sex offenders and gang registrants, and receives
and processes all “counter reports,” or reports made in the PD lobby.

Ashley Acker
Records Division Supervisor

Thank you for supporting us!

